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Abstract—Over the last two decades, video compression has 

experienced several modifications. However, it appears that 

each new standard promises the same thing: t h e  same 

visual quality at half the bitrate of the preceding one. 

Indeed, a 5Mbit/s HD H.265 video will have almost 

comparable quality as a 10Mbit/s H.264 video. It is 

accomplished through advancements in both interframe and 

intraframe compression. The purpose of this paper is to 

provide an overview of high-efficiency video codec, the new 

video compression standard, and explains how to packetize 

them in line with RFC 7798, which specifies the RTP payload 

format for H.265.It discusses the conversion of any video codec 

to HEVC/H.265 (High-Efficiency Video Coding), a new video 

compression standard with the potential to surpass earlier 

standards such as H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC). 

FFmpeg Tool is used for t h e  transcoding process. Following 

the acquisition of the HEVC video, a comprehensive 

technique is constructed in CPP since it takes the fewest CPU 

cycles when compared to any other language. This method 

accepts any HEVC file as input and provides information 

about each header as well as the slice content. The slices are 

packetized using the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) 

Protocol in accordance with Remote Function Call (RFC) 

7798, which is the RTP payload format for HEVC. 

 

Index Terms—High-Efficiency Video Codec, compression,  

Quality. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

FFmpeg is known as the Swiss Army knife of video 

transcoding/streaming. It is a free, open-source, and 

cross-platform multimedia framework that is extensively 

used. Ffmpeg is used by many popular and major apps 

or services, including YouTube, iTunes, and VLC. Since it 

supports a wide number of codecs and containers, it is the 

most used tool for transcoding or converting audio/video 

from one format to another. It has a plethora of filters that 

may be used to edit and transform content in a variety of 

ways. 

The video compression capability of FFmpeg is remarkable, 

and most streaming firms use or have used it for their 

produc- tion systems. JPEG, MPEG-1/2/4, H263+AAC 

(MPEG), The- ora (Ogg Vorbis), AVS+, VP8 (WebM), 

H.264/AVC, HEVC, 

AV1, and other codecs are supported by FFmpeg libraries 

and may be used to compress, encode, or decode movies as 

needed. As a result, various media files are transcoded to 

the appropriate format, using FFmpeg and the transcoded 

video is fed to the algorithm, which analyses and parses 

the headers. In this project any sample video is transcoded 

to HEVC video. 
 

The video is first transcoded to the Hevc codec using a 

library named libx265 that is supported by FFmpeg. The 

parsing process and specifications are defined further in the 

methodology section, and the details of the code has been 

explained in the Algorithm section. 

In [2] and [3], GStreamer and FFmpeg are the most popular 

and actively developing multimedia technologies used, 

which provide media streaming. Furthermore, their large 

range of application scenarios makes them less suited for 

small projects and applications that do not require 

considerable media pro- cessing skills. 

The Design and Implementation of a Real-Time Video 

Stream Analysis System Based on FFmpeg was described 

in the paper [4], where the approach overcomes the 

limitations of existing stream analysis systems that only 

support a single data format and is more appropriate for 

Internet media stream analysis 

The expanding volume of video traffic in 

telecommunications networks is discussed in this study [5], 

and the significance of efficient video compression methods 

is emphasized. A new video coding standard called High-

Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) will result in 

considerable bit rate reductions over its forerunners. In the 

HEVC standardization process, technologies including 

image partitioning, reference picture management, and 

parameter sets are categorized as “high-level syntax.” The 

interface to systems, error resilience and additional 

functionality are all impacted by the high-level syntax 

design. This article’s goal is to give a general understanding 

of the HEVC high-level syntax, which contains message 

headers for further enhancement information, parameter 

settings, im- age segmentation methods, and network 

abstraction layer unit headers. 

In [6], the latest video coding standard produced by the 

ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group and the ISO/IEC 

Moving Picture Experts Group which is High Efficiency 

Video Coding (HEVC) has been described. The major 

objective is to achieve considerable improvements in 

compression and performance over existing standards in 

the region of 50 percent and bit-rate reduction for equal 

perceptual video quality. This article gives an overview of 

the HEVC standard’s technical features and characteristics. 
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Following a thorough review of several articles, it was 

determined to move forward with this project for a 

number of reasons, one of which is stated below. 

Video and audio manipulation is described as a new type of 

media manipulation that targets digital video by combining 

classic video processing and video editing techniques with 

auxiliary artificial intelligence tools such as facial recogni- 

tion.It is frequently a time- consuming and error-prone 

opera- tion. Exploring alternative approaches in FFmpeg to 

solve this problem is the first step. 

The objectives this paper addresses are mentioned below 

• Initialization of FFmpeg setup on RHEL 4.6.2 to 

carry out Encoding, Decoding and Audio/ Video streaming 

• Encode the media files with Ffmpeg utilizing 

multiple codecs and rate control strategy for HEVC 

encoding. 

• Develop an algorithm to Read HEVC file and parse 

the headers and verify the output using pcap and Elecard 

HEVC Analyzer. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology has been explained through the flow 

diagram as shown in Figure 1 

The code written in C++ takes a sample HEVC file as 

input, 

 

 

Fig. 1. Flow Diagram 

 

after the file is read, the result is stored in a file in 

Hexadecimal format. 

1) Using an external tool, such as Elecard HEVC 

Analyzer or Hex browser, which displays each NAL unit 

together with its length, offset, Parameter sets such as Video 

Parameter Set (VPS), Sequence Parameter Set (SPS), 

Picture Parameter Set (PPS), etc., the Hexadecimal data is 

first validated byte by byte. 

2) Based on the information further down, the 

result- ing HEVC bitstream can be divided into several cate- 

gories. The bitstream is a logical packet known as the NAL 

unit, or Network Abstraction Layer unit, that contains an 

ordered collection of syntactic components. There are 10 

classes and 64 distinct types of network abstraction layer 

unit types. Understanding the structure of HEVC is crucial 

for parsing the headers, also known 

as the Network Abstraction Layer Units. The HEVC 

structure and the RTP payload have been described in depth 

below. 

A. HEVC STRUCTURE 

 
TABLE I 

MAIN HEVC SYNTAX  ELEMENTS 

 
VPS SPS PPS SLICE SLICE SLICE SLICE 

 
The syntactic components are arranged in a certain order 

as shown in the Table I in the HEVC bitstream. Each syntax 

element is inserted into a network abstraction layer (NAL) 

Unit, a logical packet. NAL Units come in 64 distinct 

varieties. Ten classes may be created from these. 

Essential video characteristics are incorporated in VPS, 

SPS, and PPS. They offer a reliable method of transferring 

the data required for decoding. They may be kept 

independently or as a component of the bitstream. 

The information from the encrypted video frame is 

included in the Slice NAL unit. It might include the entire 

frame or a portion of it. Each slice may be deciphered 

separately, without relying on information from other 

slices. 

B. NAL Unit Header of HEVC 

NAL unit-based bitstream structure is used by HEVC. A 

NAL unit header is followed by a NAL unit payload in each 

NAL unit as shown in Figure 2 There are not many 

header 

 

Fig. 2. NAL UNIT HEADER 

 

structural differences between the two standards, AVC and 

HEVC. The forbidden zero bit must stay at zero. It’s 

done this way to avoid start code imitations in old MPEG-2 

system settings. One bit is utilized to expand the NAL unit 

type’s numeric range to 64 kinds. The remainder is deemed 

suitable for future extensions. 

The second byte of the NAL unit header comprises two 

syntax element components: reserved zero 6 bits and TID ( 

Temporal ID). One bit of it is already a component of the 

previously specified first byte. 

C. RTP PAYLOAD FORMAT 

The following RTP header information must be included in 

compliance with RFC7798’s RTP payload format as shown 

in Figure 3: 

1) Marking Bit (1 bit) This bit is set for the access unit’s 

last packet transported in the current RTP stream. This 
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Fig. 3. RTP PAYLOAD FORMAT 

 
is done to ensure that the payload buffer is handled 

efficiently. 

2) Type of Payload (7 bits) The payload type must 

be assigned either dynamically or through the profile used. 

3) 16-bit Sequence Number (SN) This section is 

defined and used in accordance with RFC3550. 

4) 32-bit timestamp the clock rate is set to 90kHz, 

and the timestamp is set to the timestamp of the content. 

5) 32-bit synchronization source (SSRC) 

SSRC is used to determine the origin of RTP packets. For 

all components of a single bitstream, a single SSRC is 

employed. For each RTP stream that comprises a subset of 

the single bitstream’s sublayers, a different synchronization 

source field is utilized. 
 

III. ALGORITHM TO PARSE THE HEADERS 

IS AS FOLLOWS: 

The basic goal is to extract some nal unit packets (e.g. based 

on layer id and temporal id), and no modifications to the 

VPS, SPS, PPS, Slice Header, and so on are required. 

Following the steps listed below will do that: 

1) In the bitstream file, search for the pattern 

0x000001, which divides up all the nal units. A 0x00 

byte may also occur before this pattern if the nal unit after 

it is the first nal unit of an access unit (access unit = all nal 

units for decoding a whole frame). 

2) In compliance with the HEVC standard, read 

the nal unit header and keep/delete the nal units as 

appropriate. Keep the parameter settings (nal unit types 

32, 33 and 34 according to Table of the HEVC standard in 

the RFC documentation). 

3) Assemble all of the nal units into a new file, 

ensuring that the 0x000001 sequence is included in 

between. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The output of FFmpeg after using the command ffmpeg 

-v error -y -i input.mov -vcodec libx265 transcoded.hevc 

generates a HEVC video output. 

The RTP headers, which comply with RFC 7798, have been 

added to the binary file after it has been processed by the 

code. The output is verified using the HEX Browser 

which is a tool used to analyse the HEVC file content. The 

output obtained is shown in the Figure 4. The result of the 

code matches that of the tool, indicating that the code is 

accurate. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. HEVC Analyser Tool output 

 

CONCLUSION 

This research explained the theory and practice of encoding 

or transcoding media files using the FFMPEG standard. The 

system satisfies the need for real-time stream analysis and 

supports a wide range of transmission protocols, media con- 

tainer formats, and video/audio coding standards. Several 

developments in video coding technology are represented 

by HEVC. Its video coding layer is based on current block-

based motion-compensated hybrid video coding methods, 

although it differs significantly from preceding standards 

in a number of important ways. The forthcoming HEVC 

standard was developed and defined in collaboration with 

the ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG organizations. In 

comparison to the performance of earlier standards, the new 

design’s capabilities, when properly implemented, offer 

around a 50 percent bit-rate savings for equivalent 

perceptual quality (especially for a high- resolution video). 

 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

Future extensions of HEVC are likely to include scal- able 

coding, 3-D/stereo/multi-view video coding (the latter of 

which includes the encoding of depth maps for use with ad- 

vanced 3-D displays), extended-range formats with 

increased bit depth and improved color component 

sampling, and those that are already being investigated and 

prepared by the JCT- parent VC’s bodies. On the other hand, 

the syntactic structure is quite adaptable, and other 

profiles are anticipated to be added in the future. The next 

additions involve consider- able efforts to increase the 

number of supported video for- mats (including higher-

fidelity chroma formats and wider bit depths. Available 

options include 3D Multiview video, layered coding 

scalability, and full- resolution chroma. 
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